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The half-life of the knownI ,Kp=4−,4− state in170Er has been measured to be 42.8±1.7 ns. The rotational
band built on this isomer was excited inelastically up to spin 18− by a238U beam atElab=1358 MeV. A similar
band in168Er was extended to spin 15−. The wave function of the isomeric state in170Er has been determined
from the measuredugK−gRu values, which were deduced from the intensity ratios of theDI=1 to DI=2
transitions within the band. The dominant component consists of a two-quasiproton configuration involving the
Nilsson orbits 7/2−f523g and 1/2+f411g. In contrast, the two-quasineutron configuration involving the
7/2+f633g and 1/2−f521g Nilsson orbits constitutes the major component for the wave function of theKp=4−

isomer in168Er.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first excited band in168Er is theKp=2+, g-vibrational
band and the second one is theKp=4− band with an excita-
tion energy of 1094.0 keV[1]. The bandhead of the latter
negative-parity band is an isomeric state with a half-life of
109 ns, which suggests that its wave function is dominated
by the single-particle mode of motion rather than the collec-
tive modes. The wave function, measured by thesd,pd reac-
tion [2], mainly consists of a two-quasineutron configuration
involving the 7/2+f633g and 1/2−f521g Nilsson orbits. How-
ever, it was found later that a<30% admixture of the two-
quasiproton configuration, involving the 7/2−f523g and
1/2+f411g Nilsson orbits, is required for the wave function to
account for the measuredg factor [3]. Therefore, both the
neutron and proton configurations contribute to the underly-
ing single-particle structure of theI ,Kp=4−,4− state in168Er.

For 170Er, a similarKp=4− band has been tentatively iden-
tified with an excitation energy of 1268.6 keV[4]. It has
been suggested[5] that the bandhead of this rotational band
has a single-particle configuration similar to that of168Er;
that is, the wave function mainly consists of the same two-
quasineutron configuration involving the 7/2+f633g and
1/2−f521g orbitals with a possible smaller contribution from
the two-quasiproton configuration involving the 7/2−f523g
and 1/2+f411g orbitals. In this paper, we present new spec-
troscopic data for thisKp=4− band resulting from the study
of inelastic excitation of170Er. The single-particle structure
and the decay properties of the bandhead will be discussed
by using the measured lifetime andg factor.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed by bombarding170Er tar-
gets with a238U beam atElab=1358 MeV, provided by the

ATLAS facility at the Argonne National Laboratory. The tar-
gets had a thickness between 320 and 540mg/cm2 and an
170Er enrichment of<97%. The deexcitationg rays were
detected by Gammasphere[6], an array of 100 Compton-
suppressed Ge detectors, in coincidence with both outgoing
particles detected by the highly segmented parallel-plate ava-
lanche detector array, CHICO[7]. Note that there were no
heavymet shields mounted on the BGO Compton-
suppression shields for this experimental setup. Details of the
experiment and of the analysis have been described in an
earlier publication[8], which addresses the issue of the com-
plex band interactions in170Er. The present paper introduces
a unique aspect of this setup for the study of isomers.

The reconstructed two-body kinematics, from the mea-
sured scattering angles for both recoiling nuclei and their
time-of-flight difference, allows the determination of the
masses of the reaction products, their velocity vectors, and
the reactionQ value. From the deduced masses and velocity
vectors, the appropriate Doppler-shift correction can be ap-
plied to the promptg rays and the distinction betweeng rays
originating from either reaction product can be made in a
straightforward manner. The resultingg rays have an energy
resolution of<1.1%, which is limited mainly by the finite
size of Ge detectors. Since both outgoing particles were
stopped in the cathode boards of CHICO, theg rays emitted
by isomers with lifetimes longer than the target-cathode
flight time, typically <10–15 ns, experience no Doppler
shift. This feature can be used to distinguish delayedg rays
from prompt ones. An example is shown in Fig. 1, where the
sharp peaks were recognized as delayed transitions in the
raw spectrum obtained by requiring the arrival time of theg
rays to be at least 40 ns past the prompt coincident time. The
efficiency to detect the delayedg rays at the off-target posi-
tion, calculated using the Monte Carlo codeGEANT [9],
changed at most by 10% relative to that forg rays emitted at
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the target position[10]. The assignment of the isomer to a
particular reaction product is made by the cross correlations
between the prompt and delayedg rays, as illustrated in Fig.
2, where the pattern of the promptg rays, obtained by gating
on the delayedg rays, is presented.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The I ,Kp=4−,4− state at 1268.6 keV in170Er was identi-
fied to be an isomer by the correlations between the known
promptg rays from decays of the rotational band members,
5− and 6−, and the delayedg rays following the isomer decay,
shown in Fig. 2. Its half-life was measured to be 42.8±1.7 ns
from the spectrum measuring the time difference betweeng
rays and particles. Together with the known decay branching
ratios[4], theE1 strengths to states of variousK values were
derived; these are listed in Table I.

As can be seen in Table I, the retarded transition rate for
the allowedE1 transition to theI ,Kp=3+,3+ state in170Er is

of the order of 10−6 W.u. For theK forbiddenE1 transitions,
the systematics of the retardation of the transition rate is
generally consistent with the degree ofK-forbiddenness. This
also is the case for transitions in168Er. There is one marked
exception, namely, the transition to theI ,Kp=4+,02

+ state in
170Er, where the transition rate is less retarded than that of
the transition to theI ,Kp=4+,01

+ state by roughly four orders
of magnitude and is comparable to the values measured for
transitions leading to theKp=2+ states. As discussed in an
earlier publication on170Er [8], a strong mixing, due to an
accidental degeneracy, occurs between the two 4+ states with
Kp=02

+ and 2+. This strong mixing leads to a reduction in the
degree ofK forbiddenness and a less retarded transition rate
for the E1 transition betweenI ,Kp=4−,4− and I ,Kp=4+,02

+

states. Conversely, this less retarded transition rate supports
the scenario of a strong mixing between the two 4+ states.

The rotational band built on theKp=4− isomer in 170Er
was identified and fully characterized from the promptg rays
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FIG. 1. The delayedg-ray spectrum for the
reaction between 170Er and 238U at Ec.m.

=566 MeV, where c.m. stands for center of mass.
The labeled peaks correspond to transitions fol-
lowing the isomeric decay of theKp=4− state in
170Er. The g-ray transitions, following the iso-
meric decay ofKp=4− state in168Er, also were
observed because of a<2% 168Er contamination
in the Er target.
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FIG. 2. Prompt coincidence spectra gated by
the delayedg-ray transitions following the iso-
meric decay of Kp=4− states of both168Er
(lower) and 170Er (upper). The DI=1 transitions
are absent in168Er. The labeled transition ener-
gies are in keV. The coincidence gate for both
isotopes is the delayed transition from the 3+ state
of the g band to the 2+ state of the ground-state
band.
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correlated with the delayed transitions following the isomer
decay, and from the events where a minimum of threeg rays
were detected in prompt coincidence. This band, together
with that for168Er, is shown in Fig. 3. The transition energies
for the intraband transitions are listed in Tables II and III,
respectively, for168Er and170Er. The data on168Er resulting
from the present work were derived from the inelastic exci-
tation of a<2% contamination of168Er in the enriched170Er
target. This accomplishment can be attributed to the high
sensitivity achieved(which is of the order of 10−7 in the
population probability) with the experimental setup, which
had essentially 4p coverage for the detection of bothg rays
and particles. The known level scheme of theKp=4− iso-
meric band has been substantially extended for both iso-
topes; from spin 8− at 1605.9 keV to 15− at 3190.4 keV for

168Er and from spin 7− at 1640.5 keV to 18− at 4446.8 keV
for 170Er.

The characteristics of theKp=4− rotational band for170Er
are markedly different from those of its counterpart in168Er.
For example, the energy staggering is more pronounced in
170Er than in168Er, as shown in Fig. 4 where the moments of
inertia versus the rotational frequency are plotted. This stag-
gering also has the opposite even-odd spin dependence for
the two isotopes. The most striking distinction between the
two cases is the decay pattern of the intraband transitions,
where the strength of theDI=1 transitions is comparable to
that of theDI=2 transitions in170Er, while theDI=1 transi-
tions are weak in168Er, as shown in Fig. 2. The intensities
for those weakDI=1 transitions in168Er cannot be deter-
mined with any statistical significance in this work. This ob-
servation can be viewed as a strong indication of a marked
difference in the intrinsic structure of the two bands.

The weakDI=1 transitions in168Er can be attributed to
the negligibleugK−gRu value, wheregK andgR are theg fac-
tors for the single-particle and rotational modes of motion,
respectively. ThegK value for theKp=4− state in168Er was
measured to be 0.24±0.01[3] andgR can be taken approxi-
mately to be equal to theg factor of the first 2+ state, which
was measured to be 0.31±0.03[3].

TABLE I. E1 strengths for the decay ofKp=4− states in168,170Er.

I f ,Kf Ex skeVd BsE1d (W.u.)
168Er 170Er 168Era 170Er

4+,01
+ 264.1 260.2 3.60310−10 1.37310−11

4+,02
+ 1103.4 1.25310−7

3+,2+ 895.8 1010.6 2.07310−7 3.18310−7

4+,2+ 994.8 1127.2 1.28310−7 0.88310−7

3+,3+ 1217.4 2.82310−6

aFrom Ref.[1].
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FIG. 3. Level schemes for theKp=4− bands for both168Er and
170Er. The energies are labeled in keV.

TABLE II. Transition energies and relativeg-ray intensities for
the intraband transitions of theKp=4− band in 168Er. Uncertainty
for the transition energy is<1 keV.

Transition Eg skeVd Relative intensity
This work Reference[1]

6−→5− 118.5 0.24(3)
6−→4− 217.2 1.00
7−→6− 137.5 0.116(14)
7−→5− 255.7 1.00
8−→7− 156.9 0.049(10)
8−→6− 294.4 1.00
9−→7− 331.1
10−→8− 369.8
11−→9− 403.5
12−→10− 442.9
13−→11− 471.3
14−→12− 515.3
15−→13− 533.5
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Under the assumption of a rotor model, the values of
usgK−gRd/Q0u, whereQ0 is the intrinsicE2 moment, can be
derived for the members of a rotational band directly from
the measured intensity ratios between theDI=1 and D =2
transitions. TheugK−gRu values deduced from these ratios for
the transitions ofKp=4− band in 170Er, which are listed in
Table III, are given as a function of spin in Fig. 5 under the
assumption thatQ0 is equal to that of the ground-state band,
7.64 b [4]. Note that the intensity ratio of theDI=1 to DI
=2 transitions from the current measurement for the 6− state

is 1.63±0.33 compared to the published value of 1.00±0.23
[4]. The lack of data for the 7− state is because of the diffi-
culty in determining accurately the intensity of the 268
-keV transition(see Fig. 2). As can be seen in Fig. 5, the
ugK−gRu values remain nearly constant up to the 10− state and
then rise suddenly for the 11− state and above. This change at
the 11− state coincides with the change in the pattern ob-
served also in the moment of inertia plot of Fig. 4. This
phenomenon is presumably related to a mixing of the under-
lying single-particle structure for band members with spin
11− and above.

For a state with a given two-quasiparticle configuration,
the gK can be calculated according to the additive theory
given by the equation[11–13]

gK = 1/2sg1 + g2d

+ hf j1s j1 + 1d − j2s j2 + 1dg/f2IsI + 1dgjsg1 − g2d, s1d
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the first time, to the 18+→16+ and 20+→18+ transitions in168Er.
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quasiproton configuration labeled.

TABLE III. Transition energies and relativeg-ray intensities for
the intraband transitions of theKp=4− band in 170Er. Uncertainty
for the transition energy is<1 keV.

Transition Eg skeVd Relative intensity
This work Reference[4]

6−→5− 124.5 1.63(33) 1.00(23)
6−→4− 226.6 1.00 1.00
7−→6− 144.5
7−→5− 268.0
8−→7− 164.5 0.425(85)
8−→6− 307.5 1.00
9−→8− 185.5 0.50(12)
9−→7− 351.5 1.00
10−→9− 197.1 0.233(56)
10−→8− 384.1 1.00
11−→10− 244.6 0.57(15)
11−→9− 443.6 1.00
12−→11− 221.5 0.34(8)
12−→10− 467.6 1.00
13−→11− 539.0
14−→12− 532.7
15−→13− 609.9
16−→14− 602.9
18−→16− 655.6
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wheregK is the g factor for a state with spinI built from
a two-quasiparticle configuration with spinsj1 and j2 and
g factors g1 and g2, respectively. The calculatedgK is
−0.013f3g for Kp=4− assuming that its two-quasiparticle
configuration comprises the 7/2+f633g and 1/2−f521g neu-
tron orbits. With agR value taken to be equal to theg
factor of the first 2+ state s0.32d f14g, this negligiblegK
value leads to a upper bound,<0.32, for thevalue of
ugK−gRu, which cannot account for the measured values.
Thus, the underlying single-particle structure for theKp

=4− state in 170Er cannot be dominated by these neutron
states as suggested in Ref.f5g. The agreement between the
measuredugK−gRu values and the calculated ones is much
improved if a two-quasiproton configuration involving
7/2−f523g and 1/2+f411g orbitals is assumed for the
underlying single-particle structure. The calculatedgK
value is 0.98 with gs7/2−f523g , 165Hod=1.18 and
gs1/2+f411g , 169Tmd=−0.46 adopted from Ref.f14g and
leads to ugK−gRu =0.66. By comparing the measuredugK
−gRu to the calculated value, one can conclude that this
two-quasiproton configuration constitutes nearly 90% of
the wave function for theKp=4− state in170Er.

The sudden rise inugK−gRu values for states with spin 11−

and above suggests a mixing of additional two-quasiparticle
configurations. Three close-lying single-proton configura-
tions, which could be the candidates in forming such two-
quasiparticle configurations, are identified after examining
the level schemes of169Ho and171Tm, the isotones of170Er.
They are the 1/2+f411g, 3/2+f411g, and 7/2−f523g proton or-
bitals. The coupling between the 1/2+f411g and 7/2−f523g
orbitals constitutes the main component of the underlying
single-particle structure for the low-spin states ofKp=4−

band as discussed earlier. The perturbation to the higher-spin
states could be due to mixing with the band members built
on the Kp=5− state with the configuration involving the
3/2+f411g and 7/2−f523g orbitals. This configuration gives
gK=1.27 withgs3/2+f411g,161Tbd=1.47 [14], which leads to
ugK−gRu =0.95. SinceK is no longer a good quantum number,

the M1 matrix element, instead of theugK−gRu value, is the
appropriate quantity for comparison between the experimen-
tal values and the theoretical prediction. The experimental
M1 matrix elements together with the calculated ones from
these two configurations are shown in Fig. 6.A<50−50
mixing can account for the sudden rise of the measuredM1
matrix elements andugK−gRu values.

In summary, theKp=4− isomer in 170Er has been popu-
lated by the inelastic scattering of170Er by a 238U beam at
near barrier energy. The isomer identity was established by
the correlations between the prompt and delayedg rays. With
the prompt-delayed correlations and the events with at least
three promptg rays, the rotational band built on theKp=4−

isomer has been extended substantially for170Er as well as
for 168Er. From the measured lifetime and theg factors, the
decay properties and the underlying single-particle structure
of the isomeric state have been discussed quantitatively. We
conclude that the two-quasiproton configuration involving
the 7/2−f523g and 1/2+f411g orbitals is the dominant compo-
nent for the underlying structure in170Er. This contradicts the
conclusion of Ref.[5], which associates the isomer with the
two-quasineutron configuration involving the 7/2+f633g and
1/2−f521g orbits. Significant mixing of an additional two-
quasiproton configuration involving the 3/2+f411g and
7/2−f523g orbitals for states with the rotational frequency
above<200 keV may be responsible for the rise in the mea-
suredg factors.
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